Abstract-The paper deals with the analysis of so-called modus questions, which are interpreted as interrogative constructions appealing to the intentional or mental state of the addressee -her / his opinion, knowledge, evaluation or explanation. The main semantic types, formal characteristics and structural patterns of modus questions including their quantitative properties and characteristics in a natural conversation will be discussed.
Introduction
The paper deals with the analysis of so-called modus questions (henceforth MQs), which are interpreted as interrogative constructions appealing to the intentional or mental state of the addressee -her / his opinion, knowledge, evaluation or explanation (cf. dictum questions, or questions to the dictum [1] The main semantic types, formal features and structural patterns of MQs including their quantitative properties and characteristics in a conversation will be discussed as well as reactions given by the participants of the dialogues.
The analysis shows that MQs, although not being very frequent in dialogues of native Russian speakers nevertheless represent a certain trait of modern spontaneous discourse. The WHAT / HOW do you think-model (henceforth WHAT / HOWmodel) proves to be the most prototypical one amongst the mentioned models, whereas interrogative constructions appealing to the reasoning of the addressee's point of view (WHY-models) as well as stylistically marked ones are less common.
The obtained results can be applied in various fields of natural language processing, e.g. dialogue systems.
Materials and Methods
The research focuses on the development of the models describing these questions on the basis of the Russian National Corpus (a subset of 123 million tokens) [2] . The search in the system is based on the morphological annotation combined with lemmata and word forms.
Lexico-syntactic models [3] can be used for describing patterns involving lemmas or word forms, part-of-speech tags, characters, and other attributes in an annotated corpus. While writing lexico-syntactic models we used regular expressions and the IMS Corpus Workbench query language.
The search of the system is based on morphological annotation combined with lemmata and word forms. 
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The restriction []{0,15} means that there are up to 15 words between sčitaješ: 2SG or sčitajete: 2PL 'you consider' and the end of the sentence (a question mark).
Analysis Results and Their Discussion

A. The Main Semantic Types of Modus Questions and Their Quantitative Properties in the Corpora
Questions appealing to the propositional viewpoints of the addressee are inherent to the process of communication involving finding out opinion, supposition and evaluation of the speakers [4] . Sematic differentiation of MQs based on the typology of propositional or so-called intensional predicates allows distinguishing questions in different modus. We will focus on the most typical questions belonging to the various spheres of the mental (i.e. so-called epistemic) modus: 1) MQs of supposition, 2) MQs of reasoning, and 3) MQs of authorship.
MQs of supposition can be described as interrogative sentences appealing to the intentions of the addressee -their opinion, hypothesis, supposition about an object:
What This type of questions is usually used if the information is known to be reliable but the speaker is sure the addressee cannot be the author of this information.
The whole range of MQs was restricted to the most characteristic models (or constructions) that include modus frames of mental semantics with the prototypical intentional predicates (particularly, suppose ~ 'predpolagat'', consider ~ 'sčitat'', think ~ 'dumat'') in the second person singular and plural forms inherent to the Russian conversation. Table 1 represents the models of MQs found in the Russian National Corpus (1950-2014). Plural form prevails over the singular one (53% vs 47%) amongst all verb forms with one exception (HOW do you think-model).
MQs with frames occupying the main part of the compound sentence and simultaneously the absolute beginning of the initiative reply (52%) proved to be the most frequent, e.g.
How do you think (…)? How do you suppose (…)? How do you reckon (…)?
The analysis of the replies given to the HOW-model in an initiative position shows that the addressees tend to react to these questions (85%) giving a verbal reply (79%) [4] . Among them informative replies dominate. This fact makes frames with HOW-model a rather successful tool that stimulates the addressee to reveal her / his point of view. 10% of the replies repeat the modal part of the question.
Thus MQs of supposition that highlight the importance of the partner's opinion and value of her / his position for the speaker can be ascribed to the MQs in their primary (or main) function. The lack of knowledge (and consequently answer) by the speaker himself represents the distinctive trace of such questions. In this case the structural redundancy of the modus can be explained on the pragmatic level.
C. Modus Questions of Reasoning: Some Formal Characteristics, Structural Features and Quantitative Properties
In text corpora the WHY-model can be both compound and simple sentences with plural forms dominating (54%). Formal patterns of this MQ are represented by partial questions with compound and simple sentence structures occupying a reactive and rarely initiative position within dialogue units. MQs of authorship lack the redundancy (in opposite to HOW-model), and close relation to the category of evidentiality not grammaticalised in Russian [4, 5] .
Besides stating the authorship these types of MQs often express surprise (even unpleasant) by the fact that the speaker is well informed and also disagreement with an utterance that can be disputed, e.g. This MQ belongs to the intermediate sphere (between the centre -questions in the dictum -and the peripheryquestions in the modus) of functional and semantic category of questioning [6] . The fact that the semantic component in the focus of question can be interpreted as a part of the physical world (i.e. as a part of the dictum) is an argument for including MQ of authorship to the given sphere.
E. Reactions to the Modus Questions: Comparative Analysis
Reactions to the modus questions found in corpora can be grouped by their features (Fig. 1) . The addressees tend to give explicit reactions to the questions rather than to ignore them and prefer a verbal way of answering, e.g. Non-verbal or latent reactions implying hesitation or uncertainty such as shrugging shoulders or other gestures are quite infrequent (about 3% in common).
When answering the questions based on the HOW-model the speakers either agree or disagree with the addressers not repeating modus or dictum of the interrogative utterances.
The dominant answers to the WHY-and REALLY-models contain a reasoning of the opinion, clarification or evaluation.
Conclusions and further work
The analysis shows that MQs, although not being very frequent in dialogues of native Russian speakers nevertheless represent a certain trait of modern spontaneous conversation.
The most widespread types of MQs in Russian dialogue are questions to the mental modus introduced by partial (pronominal) questioning and appealing to the epistemic status of the addressee (propositional aims of knowledge, opinion and his motivation or source of information).
In such situations MQs, occupying the initiative position, perform their primary or main functions. Secondary functions are often used in the reactive position and aid in keeping up the dialogue or have so-called phatic meaning.
MQs of supposition are structurally redundant but necessary from the viewpoint of successful communication with the model How do you think? being the most frequent among them (76%). The HOW-model proves to be the most prototypical one amongst the above-described models, however, being sometimes redundant. Constructions appealing to the reasoning of the addressee's point of view as well as stylistically marked ones are less common. Along with MQs of reasoning MQs of authorship are necessary elements for an informative dialogue. And thus their redundancy is minimal.
MQs are found to be essential not only for successful communication of adults but also for the 'adult -child' dialogues [6] . Being a special semantic type of caregiver questions, which appeal to children's mental advancement, they become some kind of a trigger for the development of their 'subjective sphere' (children's theory of mind) [7, 8] .
Thus the results obtained can be used in dialogue systems to create more natural questions and can also serve as a theoretical base for both cognitive and proper linguistic investigation of children's mental development via the special language tools of their caregivers
